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Graphic Studio Dublin is a 
creative organisation that enables 
artists to work in the medium 
of fine print. Our Printmaking 
Studio supports the practices of 
75 studio artists, a Visiting Artist 
programme and printmaking 
courses. It is the only print studio 
in Ireland with a dedicated gallery 
space that promotes the medium 
and presents the best of Irish 
printmaking, through gallery and 
online exhibitions. 

Graphic Studio Dublin is 
supported by the Arts Council.
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Looking to the future in a post COVID world 
and in particular how we restructure  the 
way we work, a hybrid working model is 
likely to become the new trend.

But how to make people more collaborative; 
more creative and more inventive without 
office based creative collisions. 

Art has been shown to have a highly 
positive impact on mental health in a 
supportive and non-clinical way in varied 
environments.  

Art can act as a springboard into a world of 
ideas or it can simply be cathartic.  It can 
offer intellectual stimulation - anything 
from high-adrenaline inspiration to 
soothing calm.

Graphic Studio Dublin can help you 
to retain creativity, connection and 
conversation through visual art in your 
new working spaces. 

How Art 
can help 
a remote 
working 

life
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Creative 
Culture

Preserving your organisation‘s creative 
culture remotely can be achieved by 
delivering your staff not just desk, seat, 
computer – but art for their working 
environment.

Research has shown that the physical 
work environment contributes to 
creativity, team working and problem 
solving.

Brand unity in a remote space can also be 
achieved through visual art consistency 
on Zoom and other video call platforms. 

Graphic Studio Dublin can help you to 
retain and nurture creative culture by 
providing prints for home wall spaces.
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Commission your 
own original limited 
edition print:Introducing 

The 
Home 

Edition

Select your Graphic Studio Dublin artist, to work to a 
theme or your brand message.

An experienced Graphic Studio Master Printer will work 
with the artist to produce a bespoke edition of fine-art 
prints, minimum edition 100. Prices can range from €65-
€115 per print, depending on edition size.

A Studio visit can be arranged for select staff, team or 
clients can introduce you to the artist- experience your 
print being pulled from the press.

Learn about every stage in the process of creating your 
customised print.

The whole process can be recorded and presented with the 
gifted prints.

Your finished edition of prints will have the capacity to 
enhance your company’s core values, communicating 
through visual art, while showing support for Irish artists.
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Off the 
Shelf.The 

Home 
Edition

Invite your staff or clients to choose a limited 
edition fine-art print. With your input, we can 
curate a themed selection within your price range.

Choose a piece < €250   
Choose a piece  < €500   

Some themes to give you a flavour: 
Landscapes
Botanical
Seascape
Human Form
Abstract

graphicstudiodublin.com/online-shop

Niamh Flanagan

https://graphicstudiodublin.com/online-shop/


Let‘s 
Work 
Together

Fine art prints are produced as an edition, so the price can be 
significantly lower than other original artforms. However, this 
does not mean you need to compromise on the quality of the 
work you buy or commission for your staff or clients.

Graphic Studio Dublin has worked successfully with corporate 
partners on many fine art print commissions, including Mason 
Hayes and Curran and IPUT. Our partnership with Behaviour 
and Attitudes, an award-winning relationship, has been running 
for over 30 years. 

We have the expertise and knowledge to create Fine Art Prints 
of outstanding quality. We look forward to working on The 
Home Edition with you. 

Please contact Peter Brennan to discuss your project at: 
gallery@graphicstudiodublin.com
+353 86 803 5771
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Graphic Studio Gallery
Gallery Director: Peter Brennan
Gallery Assistants: Mateja Šmic & Elke Thönnes 
8A Cope Street
Temple Bar
Dublin D02 XO21
Gallery: +353 1 6798021
gallery@graphicstudiodublin.com

www.graphicstudiodublin.com

Graphic Studio Dublin
Studio Director: Robert Russell
Programme Manager: Niamh Flanagan, Studio 
Administrator: Susan Early 
Distillery Court
537 North Circular Road
Dublin D01 HD39
Studio: +353 1 8170942
info@graphicstudiodublin.com




